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Once they were famous from the Atlantic to the Pacific. If you had asked any American school children in
1911 who Bud and Temple Abernathy were, they would have given you a look of disbelief. “Everyone
knows the Abernathy Boys,” they would have said. And they would have been correct, because the mounted
adventures of the little Long Riders from Oklahoma Territory had taken the United States by storm. On their
first equestrian journey in 1909 the tiny travelers, aged nine and five, encountered a host of Old West
obstacles, including wolves and wild rivers, when they rode more than 1,000 miles from Oklahoma to Sante
Fe and back – ALONE! The following year the intrepid brothers set their sights on New York City, which
they reached after a month of hard riding. Along the way Orville Wright offered to take them up in his new-
fangled airplane and President Taft gave them a warm welcome when they reached the White House. Kids
envied them. Women adored them. Grown men pulled hair from their horses’ tails to keep as souvenirs. This
public frenzy culminated when Bud and Temple rode their Oklahoma ponies alongside Teddy Roosevelt and
the Rough Riders in a victory parade witnessed by more than a million cheering New Yorkers. Even though
they were only six and ten years old, Temple and Bud Abernathy were a national sensation. In the summer of
1911, they did the impossible. They rode nearly 4,000 miles, from New York to San Francisco, in only sixty-
two days. Once again, the Abernathy Boys had made a historic ride without any adult assistance and
accomplished an equestrian feat which has never been equaled. Now this superbly-written version of their
remarkable story, penned by a member of their family in 1910, has been reissued in conjunction with the
creation of a life-sized statue being raised in honor of the world’s youngest equestrian travelers. “The
Abernathy Boys were mounted heroes whose memory deserves to be cherished by a new generation of
children and horse lovers,” said Basha O'Reilly, a Founder Member of The Guild and Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society, who rode from Russia to England. This new edition celebrates the equestrian legacy
of Bud and Temple Abernathy.
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From reader reviews:

Donna Jennings:

Book is to be different for each grade. Book for children right up until adult are different content. To be sure
that book is very important for people. The book Ride the Wind has been making you to know about other
knowledge and of course you can take more information. It is extremely advantages for you. The reserve
Ride the Wind is not only giving you a lot more new information but also to become your friend when you
sense bored. You can spend your own spend time to read your e-book. Try to make relationship with all the
book Ride the Wind. You never feel lose out for everything in the event you read some books.

Regina Wingler:

Information is provisions for anyone to get better life, information nowadays can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even a huge concern. What people must be
consider when those information which is from the former life are challenging to be find than now is taking
seriously which one would work to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you receive the
unstable resource then you understand it as your main information you will have huge disadvantage for you.
All those possibilities will not happen in you if you take Ride the Wind as your daily resource information.

Mary Jones:

Are you kind of hectic person, only have 10 or 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind talent or
thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you are receiving problem with the book in comparison with
can satisfy your limited time to read it because this all time you only find e-book that need more time to be
examine. Ride the Wind can be your answer mainly because it can be read by a person who have those short
spare time problems.

Robert Tanaka:

Reserve is one of source of knowledge. We can add our knowledge from it. Not only for students but native
or citizen want book to know the upgrade information of year to be able to year. As we know those books
have many advantages. Beside we add our knowledge, can also bring us to around the world. Through the
book Ride the Wind we can consider more advantage. Don't one to be creative people? To become creative
person must like to read a book. Only choose the best book that suitable with your aim. Don't possibly be
doubt to change your life with that book Ride the Wind. You can more attractive than now.
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